RECOMMENDED RESOURCES FROM BONNI COHEN AND JON SHENK

Distribution and Filmmaking Resources

- How to Prepare for Festivals
- Distribution Advice
- Mastering the Art of Distribution
- Connecting your Audience with Your Film
- Film Sprout and Picture Motion (community screenings)
- TUGG (crowdsourced screenings)
- Documentary Film Funding and Grants
- Resources for Women Filmmakers

Books

- Documentary: A History of Non-Fiction Film

Activism Websites

- Futures Without Violence
- Truth in Ten

ACTIVISM THROUGH STORYTELLING VIDEOS FROM SUNDANCE CO//AB

- Art & Activism
- Film as Environmental Activism with Jeff Orlowski
- Approaches to Handling Traumatic Material with Alexandria Bombach
- Making Brave Choices with Nonfiction Filmmaker Nanfu Wang
- Changing the Cultural Narrative with Heather Rae
- Telling Globally Accessible Stories with Gurinder Chadha

IMPACT CAMPAIGN STUDIES

- Fledgling Case Studies and Papers
- The Impact Field Guide Library
- Case Study: Unrest
- Case Study: Burn
OTHER RECOMMENDED RESOURCES

- Dangerous Documentaries: Resources for Filmmakers
- Meet the Trailblazers of Documentary Activism
- Working with Cultural Influencers: 10 Tips to Spark Change
- Roundtable: Social Action Films that Matter
- Doc Society Resources
- IDFA Videos